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Swordcraft Rules Manual 
(8 February 2017) 

 

This document sets out the rules of play for Swordcraft.  All players must also be familiar with these rules in order 
to take part in Swordcraft. 

The Swordcraft Sagas Manual sets out the rules of the geo-political wargame game which forms the evolving 
backstory of Althea, the world of Swordcraft.  

 

1. PLAYERS AND CHARACTERS 

1.1 Swordcraft takes place in a medieval (pre-1600) fantasy world of powerful magic, perilous adventure and 
epic battle. In playing Swordcraft, we strive to create an immersive environment where seeing is believing.   

1.2 To play Swordcraft all you need is a sense of fair-play, fun, basic level of fitness, and a “medieval” costume 
or fantasy equivalent. A medieval costume can be as simple as a logo free large t-shirt, belt and baggy 
tracksuit pants, and logo free footwear. More elaborate costume is encouraged.  

1.3 Swordcraft relies on who you are and what you can do physically and mentally.  It does not use character 
sheets or stats to represent skill and ability.  You play the role you want to play, whether armour clad 
knight, barbarian, peasant, merchant, mighty wizard or shifty rogue. How well you can pull it off is up to 
you. We don’t tell you how to do it. All you have to do is costume and armour up to fit who you want to be. 

 

2. GAME PLAY 

2.1 As a player you must at all times: 

(a) Use your common sense – you are responsible for the consequences of your actions;  

(b) Play fair and give others credit for their actions; 

(c) Not whinge, complain or debate about the actions of other players, or how many hits they have 
taken;  

(d) Strive to be immersive and improve the appearance of Swordcraft games and events; and 

(e) Comply with directions from Marshalls. 

 

3. MARSHALLS, CALLS AND SANCTIONS  

3.1 Marshalls: The role of Swordcraft Marshalls (Field and Equipment) is to: 

(a) Manage the game or scenario; 

(b) Police players who act in a manner that is intentionally or recklessly likely to cause serious injury to 
another person; 

(c) Police the weapon, shield and armour construction rules. 

3.2 Marshalls may: 

(a) Issue a warning and/or “kill” a player (yellow card); or  

(b) Send a player off the field for all or part of a game or event (red card), 

when exercising their authority.   

3.3 A Marshall may stop play at any time by calling Code Red if there is a serious risk to health or safety or a 
serious injury occurs. All play in the immediate vicinity of the situation must stop until a Marshall calls Lay 
On. Non-marshalls must not call Code Red or Lay on.  On a Marshall calling Code Red, players must take the 
knee until Lay On is called.  
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3.4 The Organisation may suspend or ban players for serious or persistent unsafe play, breaches of the rules or 
bringing the game into disrepute.  

 

4. BASIC COMBAT CONCEPT 

4.1 Permitted and not permitted actions: 

 

Permitted  Prohibited 

You can use any larp safe weapon in good 
repair (melee, throwing or missile) that 
complies with the weapon construction 
rules 

Deliberately or recklessly acting in a manner likely to result in 
serious injury to another player 

Hits to body below the neck  Deliberately or recklessly striking with excessive force (likely to 
result in serious injury) 

Hitting another player with your 
approved weapon 

Bodily contact other than with approved foam weapons  

Melee weapons - block one or two 
handed 

Deliberately or recklessly striking the head or groin 

Melee weapons under 125 cm - strike one 
or two handed 

Deliberately or recklessly tripping or knocking an opponent over 

Melee weapons 125cm and greater - 
strike two handed  

(1 handed thrusting spear up to 183cm 
can be used one handed) 

Shield bashing 

Two melee weapons - secondary weapon 
cannot exceed 85cm in length  

Knowingly or recklessly use a weapon which, by its construction or 
state of repair, poses a serious risk to the health and safety of 
others (construction rules provide a guide to safe construction but 
onus is on you the player) 

 Knowingly use a shield or armour on the field that poses a serious 
risk to health and safety 

Blocking throwing weapons (other than 
javelins) with a weapon or shield 

Blocking arrows, bullets, or javelins with anything other than a 
shield 

 Bringing the game or its officials into disrepute 

Actions not otherwise prohibited Refusing to comply with marshal directions 

 

4.2 A hit only counts if it is a GOOD HIT: 

(a) strikes cleanly;  

(b) firmly; and  

(c) realistically (e.g. you can ignore drum rolling, pool cuing, rapid taps etc), 

with the damage dealing surface of a weapon (blade, crushing surface, or thrusting tip).  

4.3 A partially parried blow should still be taken as a good hit if you consider it would have caused you real 
damage if it had struck you.  
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4.4 It is up to the struck player to judge whether they have received a good hit and count their hits (assume 
you are unarmoured – the HP system already takes armour into account).  Do not argue or debate the 
number of hits during the game.  

4.5 Target zones of the body are: 

(a) Torso below neck and above hips (including shoulders); 

(b) Arms above wrists and below shoulders; 

(c) Legs below hips and above ankles (not including groin). 

Target zone figure 

 

 

4.6 Normal weapon damage: 

Weapon Damage 

 Limb Torso Head Shield 

One handed weapon 1 3 - - 

Projectile weapon (arrow, bullet, bolt or javelin) 1 3 - - 

Small throwing weapon (dagger, knife, throwing 
star, axe, rock, energy ball, grenade) 

1 1 - - 

Spear 1 3 - - 

Two handed weapon or weapon used two handed 
(other than thrust only weapon such as spear) 

3 3 - - 

 

4.7 Special: 

Special attack Damage 

 Limb Torso Head Shield 

Epic Creatures     

Epic Creature on player (incl Rune Warrior) Kill Kill - Kill 

Epic Creature on Epic Creature - 1 - - 

Epic Creature on Elemental Kill Kill - - 

Rune warrior on Epic Creature - 1 - - 
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Special attack Damage 

 Limb Torso Head Shield 

Siege Projectiles     

Siege Projectile on player Kill Kill Kill Kill 

Siege Projectile on Epic Creature - 5 - - 

Siege Projectile on Elemental - - - - 
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Weapon Damage 

 Limb Torso Head Shield 

Elementals     

Shadow Elemental on target player 1 word 
Command 

1 word 
Command 

- 1 word 
Command 

Shadow Elemental on player (not running amok) - - - - 

Fire Elemental on target player Normal 
weapon 
damage 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

- - 

Fire Elemental on player obstructing movement or 
who strikes them (not running amok) 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

- - 

Elemental on summoner or player on their 
summoner’s side (running amok) 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

- - 

Elemental on Elemental Normal 
weapon 
damage 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

- - 

Elemental on Epic Creature - - - - 

Player on Elemental - - - - 

Target player, rune warrior, healer, or mage melee 
weapon on Elemental 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

Normal 
weapon 
damage 

- - 

 

5. HIT POINTS 

5.1 Each player has 3 base Hit Points “HP”. A player may gain additional HP due to armour. 

5.2 When HP are reduced to zero due to taking hits (see weapon damage), the player is incapacitated and 
cannot take any further in-game actions other than as specified below: 

(a) Dying (lie down or sit on your butt on the ground and act like you are dying); or  

(b) Fleeing (flee the field taking no other action – you can scream if you like): 

A Battle games: leave field as quickly as possible not to return until end of 

Engagement (re-set); 

B Quest: leave the Battle and visit the Gate to the Underworld. 

 

6. HEALING  

6.1 A player can have their HP restored via “healing”.  This may equated to magical, herbal, or surgical style 
healing, or blacksmithing for armour repair.  

6.2 A healer cannot perform any kind of healing on themselves.  

6.3 Any player may elect to be a healer for the duration of a battle game or event. This election must be for the 
entire game or event.  

6.4 A healer only counts 50% of their actual AP from armour (e.g. add up AP and divide by 2, rounding up) and 
must carry at least one of the following props: 
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(a) a staff of at least 1.6m long. A healer’s staff must be appropriately immersive (carved and/or 
decorated) and larp-safe for combat;  

(b) a medieval surgeon’s kit (bone saw, needle and gut thread, pliers, blunt scalpel, bandages);  

(c) a leather/faux leather covered spell/prayer book (at least 15cm wide x 24cm  high x5cm thick); or 

(d) blacksmiths tools (at least a prop “anvil”, hammer and tongs; a portable mock forge is encouraged). 

6.5 To perform healing, the healer must: 

(a) use their prop in an appropriate manner; and  

(b) spend at least 30 seconds acting out the healing.   

No items may be held by the healer while healing other than their required props; bulky items like shields 

must be put down. Healing restores all lost HP, AP and wounds to the target.   

6.6 Use of a prop means:  

(a) Staff – mystical chanting and gesturing with staff;  

(b) Surgeon’s kit – bandaging, cutting, sewing, sawing etc;  

(c) Spell/prayer book – reading aloud and associated chanting and praying;  

(d) Blacksmith’s tools – amour repair with appropriate hammering.  

6.7 If the healer is interrupted during the healing process, such as if they are struck with a weapon, engage in 
conversation, etc they must start the healing process again. 

6.8 The “patient” needs to be either kneeling (if not yet dying or incapacitated) or prone/sitting (if dying) 
during the healing process.  

6.9 During Battle Games any lost HP, AP and wounds are restored at the end of each Engagement (re-set). 
During Quest events any injuries and lost HP or AP or wounds will naturally be restored at dawn. 

 

7. ARMOUR 

7.1 Armour should look like historic armour or a fantasy equivalent. Armour must be designed so as to 
minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons, and damage to foam prop weapons.  Some 
damage to foam prop weapons particularly from metal armours cannot be avoided.  

7.2 Effect 

Armour increases HP and acts like a global “forcefield” 

7.3 Armour of different types cannot be stacked on the same zone to increase HP.  

7.4 A player may treat a higher armour type as a lower armour type to obtain sufficient coverage to get a HP as 
that lower type. 

7.5 Normal maximum HP from armour is +12, combined with base 3 HP (max 15 HP).  

7.6 Armour zones match Target zones of the body: 

(a) Torso below neck and above hips (including shoulders as part of chest) - 3 zones: chest, abdomen, 
back 

(b) Arms above wrists and below shoulders - upper arms, elbows, forearms, 

(c) Legs below hips and above ankles (not including groin) - upper legs, knees, lower legs. 
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Note: elbows and knees are only counted as a zone for heavy armour.  

 

Armour zone figure 

 

 

 

7.7 Armour counts if it effectively covers the zone in realistic manner. 

7.8 Armour types (if total HP includes any fractions they are rounded down) 

(a) Light Armour (max +4 HP):  

(i) +1 if both front torso zones covered  

(ii) +1 for back torso zone  

(iii) +1/4 per limb zone covered (not including elbows or knees) 

(b) Medium Armour (max +6 HP):  

(i) +1 if both front torsos zone covered  

(ii) +1 for back torso zone  

(iii) +1/2 per limb zone covered (not including elbows or knees) 

(c) Heavy Armour (max +9 HP):  

(i) +1 for each front torso zone covered 

(ii) +1 for back torso zone  

(iii) +1/2 per limb zone (including elbows and knees) 

(d) Head  

(i) Metal coif or 2mm+ rigid leather helmet: +1 HP. Must cover all of head from browline up as 
a minimum 

(ii) Steel (1mm+) or other metals (1.2mm+) helmet: +2 HP. Must cover all of head from 
browline up as a minimum 

(iii) Steel (1mm+) or other metals (1.2mm+) full face helmet: +3 HP. Must cover all of head 
from jawline and include back and sides as a minimum. e.g. crusader great helm, armet, 
close helm, visored sallet, visored bascinet/houndskull or equivalent. 

(iv) Swordcraft approved warband themed latex monster mask worn by member of warband: 
+1 or 2 HP. Must be high quality and cover all of head and face.  
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(e) Bonus Points (Only one of the following can be claimed and cannot take total HP beyond 15):  

(i) +1 HP for 5mm+ thick padded gambeson covering torso and arms 

(ii) +1 HP for Full body fur or full length fur cloak (fake fur may be used) 

(iii) +1 HP for Steel (1mm+) or other metals (1.2mm+) 1mm+ metal or 2mm+ leather medieval 
style throat protection e.g. full throat covering gorget, bevor, helm with built in throat 
protection 

(iv) Steel (1mm+) or other metals (1.2mm+) +1 HP pair of metal plate or mail gauntlets. (+1mm 
metal) 

7.9 Acceptable torso and limb armour materials 

(a) Light  

(i) Thick flexible leather (at least 2mm thick) 

(ii) Aluminium chain mail 

(iii) Metal armour that does not qualify as medium or heavy armour  

(iv) Other non-metal historical armour such as wood and bone 

(v) Full corset with at least 24 steel bones (torso armour only) 

(b) Medium 

(i) Thick rigid leather plate (at least 5mm thick) 

(ii) Steel/iron chain mail 

(iii) Steel/iron or brass scale or lamellar (scales or lames 0.6mm+) 

(iv) Steel/iron (1mm+) or other metals (1.2+mm) plates held together with flexible backing 
material (coat of plates, brigandine/splinted and equivalent). Gaps between plates or 
splints cannot be more than 10mm. 

(c) Heavy  

(i) Steel/iron (1mm+) or other metals (1.2+mm) plate (breastplate, back plate, lorica 
segmentata, elbow and knee cops, vambraces, pauldron with rerebraces, greaves, cuisse, 
and equivalents). 

7.10 High quality fake armour (plastic/foam) and non-complying armour from the above list will be treated as 

one level below the equivalent complying armour (e.g fake or non-complying chain will be rated as light).  

Fake armour will need to be approved by an Equipment Check Marshall and will only be considered if 

particularly impressive looking and if it encumbers the wearer to a significant degree) – this is a 

“Hollywood/HBO” quality test. 

 

8. MAGES AND MAGIC 

8.1 The Medieval world was full of magic and superstition. But playing with such forces is rare and can be a 
dangerous and fickle thing. Swordcraft simulates magic in three ways: 

(a) Battle magic 

(b) Roleplay magic 

(c) Ritual magic 

(d) Elemental magic 

8.2 Any player may act as a spells caster as part of their character concept.  Such players are encouraged to 
costume and accessorize accordingly. A player playing as a spell caster can of course also act as a healer as 
per the healing rules. 
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8.3 Battle magic 

Battle magic may be simulated by colourful variants of standard weapons such as using throwing weapons 
made to look like flaming missiles, bandguns as “wands”, and javelins as lightning bolts. The effect of these 
weapons is the same as the standard variety.  

8.4 Role playing magic  

(a) Role playing allows a clever spell caster player to create truly mystical effects.  The idea of 
roleplaying magic is to add to the drama of Swordcraft and enhance the immersion for all those 
engaged.  

(b) There are a lot of opportunities for "role-playing based" magic spells. The game world becomes a 
place in which magic is present and mysterious but not overwhelmingly powerful. Sometimes it 
works and sometimes it does not. It is up to the target of the spell to choose if and how they are 
affected by it and it is up to the caster of the spell to cast spells that are going to be fun to role play. 

(c) Just because there are no “rules” does not mean that magic does not work:  

e.g. If a priest wants to perform a ritual of bravery before the fight, giving all those in his 
congregation immunity to fear from their enemies, he simply does and those players then roleplay 
in a manner which shows that they have no fear. 

e.g. A wizard accosting a town guard, murmurs an appropriate incantation in their ear and then 
passes a white feather before their face and seeks to “hypnotise” them before commanding them to 
“sleep” while the mage and his/her allies pass through the gate. If the guard feels the mage’s 
performance was impressive enough then he/she sinks down into a slumber for a suitable period of 
time.  

(d) Role playing magic affects another player’s behaviour rather than the caster, inanimate objects or 
the environment per se and cannot have an effect contrary to the rules or spirit of Swordcraft or 
the relevant scenario.  

(e) The key to roleplaying based magic is that the caster seeks to convince another player that they are 
ensorcelled using good roleplay, performance and props.  In return, a good roleplayer will likely 
agree to obey the spell caster’s reasonable commands and play along.  Spell casters will quickly 
identify those who are not good role-players and good sports.  Likewise, if the spell caster puts on a 
poor performance or tries to give unreasonable commands, their magic will fail.  

(f) At the time of casting the spell, the caster should use the key word “Veritas” to indicate to the 
target that magic is afoot. 

8.5 Ritual Magic 

Ritual magic –used on weekend and other quest events and can have a profound effect on the Sagas game 
(see Swordcraft: Sagas manual for details). The rituals will need to be carried out in person at the event. 

8.6 Elemental magic 

(a) Mages are spell casters who summon minor elementals to do their bidding on the battlefield.  As to 
what the elementals are, the sages have debated this for millennium. Some call them spirits while 
others give them darker names such as ghosts, wraiths, shades and daemons. The two best known 
elementals are shadow elements and fire elementals. 

(b) Mage Requirements 

Required Prohibited Special 

One mage and one elemental Hold anything in their hands 
during summoning other than 
their globe and a staff 

Mage may earn right to 
summon more than one 
element at a time at Quest 

Crystal globe (plasma globe)  50% penalty to AP from 
armour, rounded down 
(players who play both a 
mage and a healer only suffer 
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the 50% penalty once) 

Black pouch with binding 
stones (one black stone and 
eight white identical stones) 

 Mages can earn additional 
white stones via approved 
tasks at Quest 

 

(c) Elementals:  

(i) Elementals are of two types, fire and shadow:  

A Fire elementals or “Furies” are entities of raw fire that strike all that get in their 
way as they hunt their target. 

B Shadow elementals or “Shades” are entities of darkness that can possess mortals 
and command them to do their summoner’s bidding. 

(ii) Features 

All elementals Fire Shadow 

Have 10 HP  

Dispelled on being reduced 
to 0 HP 

Hunt and slay a designated 
target  

Possess and control a 
designated target 

Cannot hit or harm others 
unless specified otherwise 
(see weapon damage) 

Wear flaming red, yellow 
an orange clothing and 
mask 

Must be fast moving at all 
times 

Wear tattered grey or black 
clothing (including hooded 
cloak with hood drawn) and 
mask or veil 

Cannot be hit or harmed 
unless specified otherwise 
(see weapon damage) 

Use a pair of one handed 
weapons 

Use a single one or two 
handed weapon 

 Dispelled on killing their 
designated target 

Dispelled on their target 
being commanded and 
carrying out the command 

  Have freedom of passage  

A player (other than the 
target, a healer, another 
elemental or epic creature) 
must not impede their 
movement.  

(Note: This may provide for 
interesting options for 
multiple numbers of 
elementals to form wards 
or walls on the field.) 

 Attempt to kill their 
designated target 

Possesses target by: 

- Touching target 
with weapon 

- Position itself in 
front of target 

- Saying “Veritas” 
followed by ONE 
word command 

- Remaining in 
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All elementals Fire Shadow 

company of target, 
counting out 30 sec, 
while command 
carried out 

If Energy Shield command 
given then may hit and 
harm anyone who 
approaches and threatens 
their summoner within 5m 
radius 

 Cannot harm their target 
(other than possession)  

On a failed binding  

- must attempt to kill 
summoning mage  

- then runs amok 
attacking the 
mage’s nearest 
allies until slain 

 The target must in good 
faith obey the command for 
30 sec and roleplay it to the 
best of their ability in an 
immersive manner – 
remember when 
roleplaying the command 
that Swordcraft is set in a 
pre-1600 or fantasy 
equivalent world, so 
interpret the command 
accordingly.   

On being dispelled, the 
elemental returns to the 
mage and awaits re-
summoning 

  

 

(d) Summoning and binding:  

(i) A mage summons an elemental by saying a minimum 30 word incantation while moving 
their activated globe in a pentacle shape (star made up of a pair of triangles with a circle 
around them) with arm holding the globe fully extended.   

(ii) On completion of the summoning, the mage attempts to bind the elemental - by allowing 
the elemental to draw a stone out of the mage's pouch.   

(iii) If the stone is white, the elemental is bound and the mage may give it a command (hunt 
designated target for fire elemental; possess designated target for shadow elemental).   

(iv) If the stone is black, the binding fails and the elemental attacks the mage (and once the 
mage is slain, proceeds to run amok attacking the mage’s nearest allies until slain).  

(v) After binding (whether successful or not), the stones are replaced in the pouch.  

(vi) If the mage is struck in combat during summoning, the summoning fails (elemental is not 
summoned).  

(vii) If the mage is struck in combat during binding, the binding fails (same as if black stone 
drawn).  

(e) Commanding  

(i) If binding is successful, the mage touches the elemental with their activated globe (to 
represent the transfer of magical energy), and orders the elemental to:  

A For a Shadow elemental – “Possession”: deliver a ONE word magical command to a 
designated target;  

The actual word(s) is up to the creativity of the mage.   
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The target cannot be ordered to directly kill themselves though they can be 
ordered into danger. 

B For a Fire elemental – “Firestorm”: hunt and attack a designated target; 

C “Energy bolt”: Attack a designated elemental or mage in normal combat; or   

D “Energy shield”: Defend the mage from other players and elementals generally 
who try to attack the mage.  

Once the command is given to an elemental, the mage cannot communicate with it further. 

(ii) A mage can hold off giving the command until they are ready.  If the mage wishes to hold 
off giving the command, the elemental moves to just behind the mages left shoulder and 
remains there until the mage is ready. If the mage is slain, the elemental becomes unbound 
as if the binding had failed. 

 

9. EPIC CREATURES AND RUNE WEAPONS 

9.1 Epic creatures  

(a) Epic Creatures may only be used with approval.  Basic requirements include: 

(i) HBO quality; 

(ii) Large Epic Creature: 

A must have at least 3 players operating it; 

B combined length and height of 5m or more. 

C Has 20 HP. 

(iii) Small Epic Creature: 

A Must have one or two players operating it; 

B Combined length and height of 2.5m or more; 

C Has 10 HP. 

(b) In Sagas, a House may summon a Small or Large Epic Creature to fight on their side at Quest and in 
their Saga’s battles that take place in the turn. 

(c) Either of the two leading warband on non-Saga’s night in a battle may field a temporary Epic 
Creature with agreement of their opponent (their opponent is then entitled to field 3 temporary 
rune warriors for a Small Epic Creature and 5 temporary rune warriors for a Large Epic Creature). 

(d) Epic creatures are immune to normal weapons and can only be injured by other epic creatures, 
rune warriors, and siege weapons.  

9.2 Rune warriors 

(a) Rune warriors are powerful heroes who are able to harm epic creatures and elementals.  Such 
power is temporary and is awarded at Quest events as a result of Sagas actions or for one off 
battles. 
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SWORDCRAFT WEAPON AND SHIELD CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
1. WEAPON CONSTRUCTION AND USE 

1.1 Swordcraft and its Field and Equipment Check Marshals reserve the right to refuse any weapon on safety 
grounds.   

1.2 As a general rule, only commercially manufactured foam or latex prop weapons may be used.  Home made 
weapons may be approved subject to detailed information of construction technique, and investigation 
which may include destructive investigation of items.   

1.3 Weapon construction: 

(a) Weight and dimensions: Weights and dimensions are shown in Table 3 Weapon Size and Weight, 
for each category of weapon.  

(b) Weapons must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons, 
and damage to foam prop weapons. 

(c) Cores of weapons may be either fibreglass or carbon fibre rods or tubes that break cleanly or 
“feather” rather than result in splinters.  The hafts of pole arms may also be constructed of wood 
or bamboo. 

(d) Weapons must be padded with injection or closed cell foam, or equivalent, so that:  

(i) Damage dealing surfaces, and any surfaces likely to come into contact with another player 
are soft to touch; 

(ii) The solid core on any part likely to come into contact with another player is not readily 
apparent to firm finger pressure; and 

(iii) A blow struck to an unarmoured part of the body with normal force will not cause greater 
injury than a temporary stinging sensation.   

(e) Rigidity: the core of a hand weapon should be reasonably rigid so as to simulate a real weapon 
without being likely to result in blows being struck with excessive force.  The core of a weapon 
should be sufficiently rigid so that it is not unrealistically whippy.  

(f) Thrusting tips must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious injury to the eye and body and 
must have Kevlar or equivalent reinforced tips to minimise the risks of the core penetrating the 
foam.  
 
Homemade thrusting tips (for swords and spears) will need to include an anti-penetration device 
(rubber stopper) over the shaft in following arrangement  
====== shaft | stopper   
and the whole then covered by a foam head of sufficient thickness so the shaft cannot be felt even 
with firm pressure of the level likely to be encountered in combat.  
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Table - Weapon Size and Weight 

 Size and Weight 

 Length (cm) Max 
Weight 

Metric 10 to 
<85 

85 to 
<110 

110 to 
<125 

125 to 
<155 

155 to 
<183 

183 to 
<214 

214-
300 

Grams  

Short one-handed weapon or throwing 
weapon 

       400 

Medium one-handed weapon (sword, axe, 
mace, war hammer, club, flail) 

       600 

Long one-handed weapon (bastard/hand 
and a half sword, axe, mace, war hammer, 
big club, flail) 

       800 

Two -handed weapon (great sword, 
battleaxe, 2h-mace, 2h-club, 2h-war 
hammer etc, two handed club) 

       1000 

Staff         1000 

One-handed spear (thrust only)        - 

2-handed pole weapon capable of 
cutting/slashing (poleaxe/halberd, glaive, 
sword staff, flail etc) 

       - 

2-handed spear (thrust only)        - 

Arrow  82cm 
(32½ ) 
max 

     - 

Crossbow bolt 43cm 
(17) 
max 

      - 

Band for mock black powder weapons        - 

Javelin or Ballista Bolt        600 

Siege engine ball/siege rock  minimum diameter 65mm, maximum diameter 
500mm  

- 

Shield Round: 70cm max 
diameter 

 All other shield types: 
60x90cm max 

- 

 

1.4 Hand Weapons 

(a) The following hand weapon types may be used:  

(i) Improvised weapons: club, stick, chair leg, beer mug, and other improvised weapons 
approved for the game or event . An improvised weapon may only be SWUNG (Note: the 
entire surface of staff weapons must be covered in foam) and may only be used one 
handed.  

(ii) One-handed weapons: dagger, sword, axe, mace, flail, and war hammer. A one-handed 
weapon may be SWUNG or THRUST provided it has an appropriate and safe damage 
dealing surface.  For example, a sword can be swung or thrust while a mace can only by 
swung. 

(iii) Two-handed weapons: sword, axe, mace, war hammer. A two-handed weapon may be 
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SWUNG or THRUST provided it has an appropriate and safe damage dealing surface.   

(iv) Two handed staff: May only be SWUNG. The entire staff must be padded. 

(v) Two-handed cutting or smashing pole weapons: pole axe, sword staff/naginata/glaive, 2-h 
flail. A two-handed cutting or smashing pole weapon may be SWUNG or THRUST provided 
it has an appropriate and safe damage dealing surface.  
 
A two handed cutting or smashing pole arm must be padded to the first 40cm and must 
have as a minimum a rubber stopper or padding on the butt.      

(vi) One-handed spear.  A one-handed spear may only be used for THRUSTING. A one handed 
spear must be padded to the first 40cm and must have as a minimum a rubber stopper or 
padding on the butt.     

(vii) Two-handed spear.  A two-handed spear may only be used two-handed and may only be 
used for THRUSTING.  
 
A two handed spear must be padded to the first 40cm and must have as a minimum a 
rubber stopper or padding on the butt.  The wielder of the spear may use it in any manner 
which is safe to those around them.  

(b) Players must not use a weapon which is unsafe. A Marshal may demand that any weapon be 
handed to the Marshal for inspection at any time.  If the Marshal determines that a weapon does 
not comply with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the weapon may not be used in the game. 

(c) The head and chain on a flail weapon must be soft and the “chain” on a flail weapon cannot exceed 
15cm in length or be dangerous to other players. 

1.5 Missile Weapons 

(a) Permitted missile weapons: arrows, crossbow and bandguns, javelins, and small throwing weapons. 
Some missile weapons may not be permitted under local public laws.  

(b) Only approved missile or thrown weapons may be used. The only arrows and bolts approved for 
use are those manufactured by IDV Engineering (Germany).   

(c) Only bows with a max draw of 28lbs @28 may be used.  Only crossbows with a maximum draw of 
28lbs @15 may be used. Bows and cross bows must not be used for parrying.  

(d) Javelins must be entirely padded other than a small area near the middle for holding. Construction 
will otherwise be similar to a one-handed spear save that core must be either fibreglass or 
bamboo. 

(e) Mock black powder guns (bandguns) 

(i) Bandguns may only fire a rubber band gun style projectile (6mm+ diameter surgical tubing 
– which cannot have noticeable hard parts).   

(ii) May have a cap system that goes off on the band being fired. 

(iii) Bandguns must have the appearance of pre-1600 muzzle loading black powder firearm 
(including distinctive serpentine or hammer as a minimum). 

(iv) Bandguns must not be used for parrying. 

(v) Bandgun pistols (bandgun shorter than 1m):  Bandgun pistols may only be single barrel and 
single shot. 

(vi) Bandgun long arms (bandguns of at least 1m):  

A Single barrel and single shot: Do not require a pole or carriage for firing. 

B Multi-barrel and/or more than one shot - requires a pole or carriage for firing. 

(f) Small throwing weapons: 

Small throwing weapons must be coreless and constructed wholly of closed cell or injection 
moulded foam. 
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(g) All parts of a missile or missile weapon (other than the shaft) likely to come into contact with 
another person must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to 
persons, and damage to equipment.   

(h) Missiles must be designed so that they are not likely to cause serious injury to the eye and/or have 
a face that is larger than the eye socket (5cm).  The head of an arrow or bolt may be of the flat or 
rounded head type manufactured by IDV.   

1.6 Shields 

(a) Construction: 

(i) Shields are to be made of plywood, plastic or metal with foam edging, or wholly of 
foam/latex. 

(ii) Shields may be strapped or have a centre boss.  The centre boss may be constructed of 
plastic or metal. 

(b) Shields must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons, and 
damage to foam prop weapons.   

(c) Players must not use a shield which is unsafe. A Marshal may demand that any shield be handed to 
the Marshal for inspection at any time.  If the Marshal determines that a shield does not comply 
with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the shield may not be used in the game.  

 


